GENERAL SPECIALTY TOOLS
CM

5 FLUTE ROSE
PATTERN
COUNTERSINKS

Designed with the perfectionist in mind,
our Rose Pattern Countersinks are
a must have for any close-tolerance
woodworking or machinist project.
A
The 5-flute design reduces chatter and
easily pierces steel, brass, aluminum,
plastic and wood. The stepped shank
can be used with either a 1/4” or 3/8” chuck.
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The power of our Utility Scriber and Etching Pen is eclipsed only by its
affordability. This durable scriber is a terrific pickup for making quick and
accurate marks in the hardest work pieces. In addition, the Utility Scriber
includes a permanent magnet affixed to the cap for retrieving and clean
ing loose metal shavings.
P/N 12-01876.................................... .

PLAIN TAP WRENCHES

The standard Tap Wrenches are perfect for
creating straight and accurate thread holes
in your work piece. The fixed T-Handle pro
vides a large gripping surface for generating
maximum leverage. This versatile tool can
also be used with reamers, drill bits, screw
extractors and other hand-turned tools.
Tap Capacity
NO. 0 TO 1/4” (1.6 TO 6.3mm)
NO. 12 TO 1/2” (6 TO 12mm)

PS

Length
Part No.
2-1/4” (57mm) 12-01877
3-3/4” (95mm) 12-01878

Price
.
.

RATCHET OFFSET SCREWDRIVER

An Offset Ratchet Screwdriver is a useful tool to have on hand as it pro
vides greater leverage compared to a traditional screwdriver. The swift
ratcheting motion allows you to remove and install screws with ease, and
the offset head provides odd-angle access in obstructed areas. This item
features two Slotted screwdriver blades and a reversible ratchet.
P/n 12-01883..................................... .

638

PRECISION OILER

Our Precision Oiler is a highly accurate lubrication tool intended for any
one working with small mechanical parts. The needlepoint tip allows for
the precise placement of oil in confined areas. The smooth thumb actua
tor lets you control the release of lubricant from the reservoir in small
droplets. In addition, the Precision Oiler includes a screw-on cover and
pocket clip for use on the go.
P/N 12-01894.................................... .

LONG NEEDLE NOSE PLIERS

The Needle Nose Pliers are long and slender in
construction, allowing access into both remote
and crowded areas. A great retrieval and posit
ing tool, the Needle Nose Pliers are a staple of
hands-on professionals world wide.
P/N 12-01886.................................... .

6 INCH FLEX ECONOMY RULER 3/4
WIDE

Our Economy Steel Rules are ideal for a variety of home and
office uses, offering the same accuracy you’ve come to expect
from any General tool. Each rule is 6” in length and is offered in
five distinct sets of Metric and English graduations. In addition,
several of our Economy Steel rules are equipped with pocket
clips for use in the field.
P/N 12-01133.................................... .

REPLACEMENT BLADE
OIL CAN CUTTER

UTILITY TUNGSTEN CARBIDE
TIP SCRIBER/ETCHING PEN
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General’s 6” Contour Gage is
designed for precise surface
duplication in woodworking,
fine carpentry and other profes
sional genres. The 35 ultra-thin
leaves per inch assure that you
are getting an exact replica
tion of your copied shape. The
Contour Gage is capable of du
plicating surfaces up to 3-1/2”
deep. Instructions: 1. Press
Contour Gage against surface
to be copied. 2. Trace the formed contour gage onto your cutting mate
rial. 3. Cut the material. 4. Fit into place.
P/N 12-01870.................................... .
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General Tool’s Gold Standard Cutting Wheels are
made from tempered, bearing tool steel for smooth,
exact pipe cuts. The slim-line surface geometry en
sures fewer inner surfaces burrs and less chance for
outer surface distortion. The RW122 is designed for
larger capacity cutters on iron pipe and other tough surfaces............ P/N
12-01159
.

CUTTER PLUG WOODWORKING

General’s Plug Cutters produce accurate
plugs for covering screw holes in decking,
flooring and fine furniture. Plug cutters are
great for creating a decorative effect in any
woodworking project and can also be used to repair nicks, scratches and
dents. Each cutter is made from hardened alloy steel and will fit in both
hand-held power drills and drill presses.
3/8............................P/N12-01866................................ .
1/2............................P/N 12-01867............................... .
5/8............................P/N 12-01868............................... .

JOGGLE-360 FABRICATION TOOL

Noah Industries has introduced the Joggle-360 into its
lineup of innovative metal aircraft fabrication tools. The
Joggle-360 will joggle round openings for inspection
plates with joggle widths up to 0.562 inch and straight
joggle offsets up to 0.625 inch. The tool features hard
ened steel rollers that form the joggle while gliding
around the opening or along the edge by ball bearings that eccentrically
adjust for joggle width.
Instruction:
1. Adjust the guide rollers to the desired set back or width of joggle by
rotating the Eccentric Guide Roller Adjustment Screws with an Allen
wrench.
2. Place the Joggle-360 onto the work that you are going to joggle and
tighten the Tension Knob.
3. For straight joggles, run the Joggle-360 back and forth along the work
tightening the Tension Knob as required until you achieve the desired
joggle depth. Joggling a hole is the same process. Be sure to keep the
Guide Rollers in contact with the edge of your work.
4. When the joggle is finished, loosen the Tension Knob and remove the
tool from from your work.
Note: You may need to tighten the Eccentric Lock Screws from time
to time in order to keep the Eccentric Guide Rollers from rotating during
use.
P/N 12-02252............................................................... .

